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The need to simultaneously give an account of the relevant detail of a sign and of the 
overdetermined totality from which it has been extracted. Or, in a more general but also 
more precise way, the impossibility of saying something without having previously said 
everything. This never satisfied dialectical tension defines a body of work which, 
characterised by a diversity of languages and references, shows itself to be conscious that 
when one wants to recount everything, one runs the risk of provoking paralysis through an 
overload of meaning. 
 
It is not easy to decide where to start, since it would be possible to start anywhere, on each 
occasion reconfiguring a new narration of the whole. In this untitled exhibition that 
assembles recent works together with two made for the occasion, this feature of the artist’s 
practice is presented in a transparent way, as a procedural device by which different works 
are shown articulated in a single framework. The exhibition format permits a rewriting in a 
new syntax, where different elements refer to themselves, to the relation amongst them and 
to the totality into which they are integrated. 
 
In the exhibition, the elements deployed in the space are grouped in the generic categories 
of images, objects and texts. Thus, a poster is simultaneously an image on a wall, a booklet 
to be picked up and taken away, and a text that permits a deferred reading. Writing is 
integrated into the exhibition space in a way that is as organic as it is dialectical: while the 
texts spread onto the surrounding objects and images, the latter exist as forms, significant 
insofar as they go beyond merely illustrating what the texts say. 
 
The works of the artist, who in his practice uses an inventory of forms of political 
representation, emphasise the materiality of the sign. The sign is determined by factors such 
as its physical reality, its iconic equivalences with other signs, its history or its context of 
reception, and it cannot be subjected to an unequivocal reading. By excess or by defect, the 
works in the exhibition seem to infer that the sign ends up frustrating the meanings that are 
assigned to it, making them irreducible to what is already thought or known. 
 
Otxarkoaga (M-L) (2007) and untitled (Memorial) (2009) refer to the actions caused by two 
small events. The first case recreates an involuntary operation of inverting the direction of 
history, brought about by the recontextualisation in 1993 of a monument dedicated to Marx 
and Lenin. In order to enable its placement in the street, a neighbourhood association in 
Bilbao housed the double bust in a crude but efficient mass of stone. The prism-shaped 
mass continued the generic conception of the forms of the monument. 
 
In the case of untitled (Memorial), the sculpture replicates the enigmatic form of the frame 
that surrounded a bust of Lenin erected in London in 1941. Its author, the architect Berthold 
Lubetkin, proposed its placement at a time when such recognition was still tolerable in 
Great Britain. In the two monuments, distant in space and time, there is a repetition of the 
same dialectical arrangement between the realism of the figure and the formalism of its 
frame. At some moment in time both were the object of similar reactions that stripped them 
of their busts, leaving behind the abstract form that had housed the latter as an improbable 
symbol. Besides being an iconoclastic drive directed against realistic representations, those 



reactions revealed an implicit recognition of the impenetrable power of the forms left 
behind as a remnant.  
 
untitled (untitled, Kalero) (2009) also refers to the vicissitudes of a public sculpture so as to 
inquire into the symbolic place of formalist sculpture in the debate on the political efficacy 
of art. An incident that ended  in the destruction of the piece alluded to by the title serves to 
hazard a revision of an assumption that has become axiomatic in the canonic reading of 
modern art. According to this assumption, abstract language is irreconcilable with its 
popular reception. Analogous questions are raised in untitled (Targu Jiu) (2010): through 
the attempts at demolition to which it was subjected, a monument by Brancusi offers a 
reading that is different from the conventional one, according to which the language of 
abstraction is unable to emerge from the solipsism that separates it from its aim of 
symbolising the aspirations of a collective in an effective way. 
 
HARD EDGE 
 
Hard Edge (2010) is one of the two works produced for the exhibition. Six pieces of MDF 
are sculpturally resolved by reproducing a gesture of subtraction, a longitudinal cut in some 
of their edges. The term Hard Edge refers in a generic way to a language characterised by 
geometrical compositions with clear cut edges. Originally coined by a group of Californian 
painters, Hard Edge was also the title of a show in the Denise René gallery of Paris in 
1964. A programmatic exhibition about a context in which Equipo 57 developed, which 
that same year was to exhibit for the last time in that gallery, in spite of its progressive 
dispersion and the imprisonment of Agustín Ibarrola two years previously. 
 
In that context, a formal feature emerged that was later to become symptomatic: 
contradicting the analytical rigidity of abstract language, a gesture emerged that 
destabilised the orthogonal ideal and insisted on concepts such as activating, or giving 
dynamism to space and structure. The inclusion of this performative dimension, by means 
of which the subjectivity of the artist intervenes through a severe gesture in the geometric 
forms, is invoked in Hard Edge as a symbolic element. The technical operation, resolved 
with a stroke, presents the figure of the modern artist as a demiurge capable of generating 
myths. It is worth speculating to what extent that gesture – represented by Oteiza’s 
Malevich plane, Chillida’s torsion or the curved cuts in Ibarrola and Basterretxea – is not 
the enigmatic signifier that will guarantee the symbolic efficacy of Basque sculpture of the 
heroic period. 
 
Figures and Prefigurations (Divers) (2009) and The Staff that Matters (2009) stop at a 
more distant moment in time, that of the avant-gardes between the World Wars. With its 
classified structure, the illustrated press of the period housed the new typologies of images 
that were to represent that time. The sports, erotic and war typologies produced the bodies 
and the machines that would become the motifs destined to collide in the dynamic 
compositions of contemporary photomontages. The motif of the female body suspended in 
emptiness, midway between a gymnastic and an erotic representation, was to share space 
with aeroplanes, midway, as well, between the war machine and the recreational artefact. 
This recurrence proposes evocative correlations: the liberated body as an affirmation of the 
individual facing the collective as a body in mass representations. 



 
The two series reproduce photomontages by artists who, proceeding from different 
ideological contexts, were to reach similar formal resolutions. The units of the series share 
a common pattern for filling in the figures. That cut out pattern is, in its turn, a montage of 
fragments of photographs that show concentrations of people, taken from an elevated 
position, the classic representation of the collective subject and one of the motifs of another 
inter-war genre, the political poster. The technique of photomontage allows the artist to 
explore the relationship of tension between ground and figure, between form and content 
and between aesthetics and ideology. 
 
A similar use of photographic typologies is proposed in Auñamendi (2005). The title is also 
the name of the publishing house that began publication of the Enciclopedia General 
Ilustrada del País Vasco in 1969. The photographs of the series are reproduced from the 
encyclopaedia entries corresponding to each municipality. All of them repeat the same 
scheme of representing the landscape: the village photographed from an elevated point. 
This typology shares formal analogies with an aerial photograph of a concentration of 
people. The two are classical forms of visualising the collective subject (and of the latter’s 
acquiring self-consciousness). The artist is pointing here to the double link between the 
reality of a collective and the signs that represent it; a link that oscillates between the 
pleasure of recognition and repetition, and an irreducible surplus of forms. 
 
SOFT FOCUS 
In the second work produced for the occasion, eighty slides reproduce the inventory of the 
Ethnographic Museum of San Telmo, which the photographer Sigfrido Koch was 
commissioned to make in 1976 by the publishing house La Gran Enciclopedia Vasca. 
The reproduction is slightly manipulated here with the veiling of the diffusion or soft focus 
filter, the stylistic feature of Koch’s idealised landscapes and portraits. 
 
In contrast with the hard forms of the representations of the collective invoked in the 
exhibition, Soft Focus draws attention to a stylistic feature that is generally rejected as 
idealising and superficial. Invoked here as a signifier in a symbolic operation, that feature 
alludes to recurrent questions in the artist’s work: the problems of representation of 
identity, of ethnography as a discipline, and its conflictive relation with the photograph and 
the document. 
 
 


